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ABSTRACT
Generally, it is essential to expand the knowledge of variation in global solar radiation for effective utilization of solar energy
equipment. However, in most of the places, measurement of solar energy potential by direct method is not widely available due to
the cost and maintenance of measuring equipment. To predict the daily average global solar radiation (GSR) in the present work,
ANN model was developed, trained and tested by using four different algorithms like, levenberg-marquardt (LM), gradient descent
(GD), resilient back propagation (RP) and scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) algorithm. In order to train and test the ANN model, the
data measured from Madurai city, located in Tamilnadu state, southern part of India was utilized. From the obtained results, it is
very clear that, ANN model trained and tested by levenberg marquardt (LM) algorithm, outperforms the other cases with minimum
RMSE, MAE and maximum linear correlation coefficient (R). The MAPE was calculated for the LM algorithm and the result was
compared with other similar studies. Therefore the developed ANN model (LM algorithm) in the present work can be used for estimating daily average GSR accurately by using various meteorological parameters of Madurai city, located in Tamilnadu state,
southern part of India.
KEYWORDS: Global solar radiation, Artificial neural network, Levenberg marquardt algorithm, Gradient descent algorithm, Resilient back propagation algorithm, Scaled conjugate gradient algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
Direct measurement of solar radiation was done particularly in few places due to its cost, maintenance and requirement of technical expert. Therefore a number of
indirect approaches used for the solar radiation measurement. Among this, one of the approaches consists of
using the empirical relations among the global radiation
and the meteorological parameters [1].
Empirical correlation models performed well for monthly values. However, in case of daily values, the expressions obtained from daily value correlations do not produce good results, because the daily values of global
solar radiation are particularly depending upon the average of hourly values. But this hourly values are very
sensitive to cloud type. Therefore to avoid the variation
of results from empirical correlation models, the daily
global solar radiation values are estimated using an artificial neural network model [2].
Solar radiation intercepted at the earth’s surface is most
important for various applications, such as in the development of infrastructure, to improve the productivity in
agriculture, to create a pollution free environment and
for the installation of renewable energy resource operated equipment. In our day today life more number of apInt J Adv Engg Tech/Vol. VII/Issue II/April-June,2016/1020-1026

plications demanding solar radiation data, therefore representation of alternate techniques are essential. There
are three distinctive methodologies for the estimation of
global solar radiation are physical models, empirical
relationships and ANN approaches. But, ANN technique
is widely accepted as an alternative way to predict the
global solar radiation [3].
Emmanuel Quansah et al. [4] evaluated the performance
of empirical models based on air temperature and sunshine for the global solar radiation estimation in the
Ashanti region of Ghana. The comparison of results between the measured global solar radiation and the calculated global solar radiation revealed that the empirical
models can be used to predict the daily mean global solar radiation with minimum root mean square error.
Rehman et al. [5] presented an outcome for predicting
the solar radiation using artificial neural network method
for Abha city in Saudi Arabia. Thus the developed ANN
model can be used for estimating solar radiation for locations having temperature and humidity value. Monica
Bocco et al. [6] developed linear models and neural
network models, by using various meteorological variables to predict the daily global solar radiation, for a re-
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gion of the province of Salta, Argentina. Good results

models are capable of predicting GSR from easily

with both prediction methods were obtained, even

measurable and minimum number of input parameters.

though neural network models are most consistent to

The major purpose of the present work is to predict still

estimate daily solar radiation by using a reduced number

more accurately the daily average global solar radiation,

of meteorological parameters. Karoro Angela et al. [7]

with the help of artificial neural network model. For this,

estimated daily average global solar radiation on a hori-

seven inputs such as date, month, year, daily average air

zontal surface, based on a single parameter sunshine

temperature, daily average atmospheric pressure, daily

hours, using an artificial neural network method. The

average relative humidity and daily average wind speed

station under the study is located in Kampala, Uganda.

were used to predict the daily average GSR. Four differ-

Results obtained using the proposed model shows good

ent algorithms like, gradient descent (GD), levenberg

agreement between the estimated and actual values of

marquardt (LM), resilient back propagation (RP) and

global solar radiation.

scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) algorithms are used for

Saurabh Karsoliya [8] made a survey about different

training and testing of ANN model. Finally best algo-

techniques/assumptions elaborated, for calculating the

rithm for this work was found based on minimum mean

number of hidden layer and hidden neurons. Evaluating

absolute error (MAE), minimum root mean square error

the number of hidden layers and number of neurons is a

(RMSE) and maximum correlation coefficient (R).

difficult task for any complex problem. The results ob-

2. METHODOLOGY

tained in this paper shows that the, unnecessary incre-

In general, ANN has been used in a broad range of ap-

ment in the neurons or layer may cause increase in the

plications including statistical analysis, modeling, fore-

complexity of network. Shafiqur Rehman al. [9] com-

casting and many others. ANN is a branch of artificial

pared the observed and estimated values of global solar

intelligence (AI), which belongs to the group of compu-

radiation on horizontal surfaces by using their developed

tational algorithms. ANN models are learns from exam-

correlation with linear Angstrom type of correlation.

ples by constructing an input output mapping without

The comparison was done based on root mean square

precise derivation of the model equation.

error and mean percent error. The results confirm that

The back propagation neural network consists of several

the empirical correlation developed in the work can be

layers of neurons connected to each other. A neuron is a

used to estimate the monthly mean daily global solar

simplified mathematical model and it is a fundamental

radiation with minimum error.

processing element of a neural network. The adjustment

Premalatha and Valan Arasu [10] developed two differ-

of weights was done in the training process to achieve

ent artificial neural network (ANN) models to predict

the minimum error. The following steps involved in the

daily average global solar radiation (GSR), by using two

design of ANN model, (i) Normalize the input and target

different algorithms for Madurai city, located in Ta-

values (ii) Divide the dataset for training and testing (iii)

milnadu state, southern part of India. Two inputs day of

Create and train the neural network (iv) Minimize the

the year, mean ambient air temperature is used for ANN

mean square error and generate output values (v) Un

model 1 and three inputs like day of the year, daily aver-

normalize the outputs and evaluate their accuracy by

age mean ambient air temperature and daily average

correlating the predicted outputs with the measured tar-

mean relative humidity are used for ANN model 2. The

get values.

results from two artificial neural network models show

In the present work, feed-forward, back-propagation,

that, by using mean ambient air temperature and day of

multilayer artificial neural network model was devel-

the year and levenberg-marquardt (LM) algorithm out-

oped and trained by using four different algorithms such

performs the other cases with minimum root mean

as LM, GD, RP and SCG algorithm on ‘Neural Network

square error.

The mean absolute percentage error

Toolbox’ in MATLAB version 2012. This ANN model

(MAPE) based on LM algorithm was 5.49%. ANN

was used to predict the daily average global solar radia-
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tion (GSR) by using the measured data of Madurai city,

lected data, 80% of data (24 data from each month) are

located in Tamilnadu, southern part of India.

used for training and testing was done by 20% of data

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(6/7 data from each month).

3.1 Normalization of Collected Data

In an ANN model, it is important to find the appropriate

In the present work, daily average air temperature, daily

number of neurons in the hidden layer to attain the accu-

average atmospheric pressure, daily average relative

rate predicted output with minimum error as compared

humidity, daily average wind speed and daily average

to measured target value. Generally a trial and error

global solar radiation data were collected for Madurai

method is used for creating and selecting hidden neu-

city, from January 2013 to December 2013. The same

rons. For any hidden layer, initially few random num-

set of data as used in the previous work by the authors

bers of neurons are taken and samples are allowed to

[10] was used again in order to compare the error in the

train, if the network fails to converge after a reasonable

prediction between the previous and present studies.

period, then training was restarted after adding few more

The four different algorithms, levenberg marquardt

neurons in the layer. This process is repeated until the

(LM), gradient descent (GD), resilient back propagation

minimum mean square error results found. From the

(RP) and scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) algorithm are

performance results of MSE and R, the exact number of

used to predict the daily average global solar radiation

neurons in hidden layer is finalized. The appropriate

(GSR). The following seven inputs like, date, month,

number of neurons in hidden layer was selected when

year, daily average air temperature, daily average at-

MSE value reaches its minimum value and R value at-

mospheric pressure, daily average wind speed and daily

tains maximum [8].

average relative humidity are used to predict the daily

In the present work, the mean square error value was

average global solar radiation as an output.

minimum and R value was found maximum at 15 neu-

After collecting the data both input and output data sets

rons in both training and testing. Based on the above

were normalized based on the activation function used

discussion, artificial neural network structure with seven

in hidden layer. Here tangent sigmoid function is used as

inputs, 15 neurons in one hidden layer and one output

an activation function in the hidden layer.

was found best to predict the daily average global solar

Therefore the collected data was normalized in the range

radiation with minimum error and also used to compare

of -1 to +1 [14], by using the following equation,

the performance of all the four algorithms. Artificial
neural network structure for the present work is shown
in figure 1.

Where,
XN = Normalized value
XR

= Value to be normalized

Xmax = Maximum value among all the values for related varia-

Fig. 1. ANN Structure for the present work

ble

The performance of ANN model was evaluated by using

Xmin = Minimum value among all the values for related varia-

the MAE, RMSE and R. According to [14], mean abso-

ble

lute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE)

3.2. Selection of Hidden Neurons

are expressed by the following equations:

After completing the normalization process, the entire
dataset was divided into two categories one for training
and another for testing of an artificial neural network
model. In the present work, daily average data for 12
months period (one year) measured from Madurai station are used for training and testing. Among the colInt J Adv Engg Tech/Vol. VII/Issue II/April-June,2016/1020-1026
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Where,

values in both training and testing was found for leven-

N

berg marquardt back propagation (LM) algorithm, which

= Total number of data.

Xi = Measured monthly average global solar radiation.

shows the most excellent performance, among the other

Yi

= ANN predicted monthly average global solar radiation.

algorithms. Therefore LM algorithm is selected as best

i

= Month

algorithm for the present work.

3.3 Selection of best ANN Algorithm

3.4 Performance of ANN Model

The performance results obtained from ANN model,

The performance graph for measured and predicted val-

with seven inputs, one hidden layer with 15 neurons and

ues of daily average global solar radiation (GSR) in both

only one output is given in table 1, for both training and

training and testing stage for the best algorithm (LM) is

testing data set. Results obtained was analyzed and

shown in fig. 2 and fig. 3 respectively. It can be ob-

found that,

the mean absolute error (MAE) for training

served from the graph that, ANN predicted results of

data was 8.63, 1.72, 5.07, 3.58 and for testing data was

GSR by our proposed best (LM) algorithm are most

16.10, 3.36, 10.91, 7.05, for GD, LM, RP and SCG algo-

consistent with measured data for almost all the datasets.

rithms respectively. The above results indicate clearly
that levenberg marquardt (LM) algorithm performs well
with minimum mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.01 and
0.05 for training and testing respectively as compared to
other algorithms.
Table 1. Performance results of ANN model for the present work
Fig. 2. Comparison of measured GSR with ANN predicted
GSR for training data by our proposed best algorithm

Now the results from same artificial neural network
model were analyzed based on the obtained root mean
square error (RMSE). It was found that, for GD, LM, RP
and SCG algorithms are 9.76, 2.00, 7.01, 4.82 for the
training data and 18.53, 4.84, 16.32, 11.15 for the testing
data respectively. Here also root mean square error for
LM algorithm was minimum and found best algorithm
as compared to others.
Finally the linear correlation coefficient (R) value of

Fig. 3. Comparison of measured GSR with ANN predicted
GSR for testing data by our proposed best algorithm

ANN model was compared to conclude the best algo-

3.5 Error Analysis

rithm. The R value results are 0.8918, 0.9996, 0.9982,

The statistical error analysis like mean absolute percent-

0.9984 for training and 0.8375, 0.9994, 0.9946, 0.9983

age error (MAPE) and coefficient of determination

for testing respectively. Finally Maximum R value was

for the testing data was calculated by using the follow-

obtained for LM algorithm.

ing formula,

From the analysis of results as shown in table 1, it is
important to select the most suitable algorithm to predict
the accurate daily average global solar radiation. In the
present work, minimum MAE, RMSE and maximum R
Int J Adv Engg Tech/Vol. VII/Issue II/April-June,2016/1020-1026
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are used, the calculated mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) was 5.36 %. Similarly an ANN model 2 was
developed by using the following three inputs, day of
The statistical error analysis result of all the twelve

the year, daily average mean ambient air temperature

months for a period from Jan 2013 to Dec 2013 by our

and mean relative humidity. The mean absolute percent-

proposed best LM algorithm was given in table 2.

age error (MAPE) based on LM algorithm was 5.49%.

Table 2. Monthly testing data error analysis results

The present work was carried out to examine the outcome with more number of input parameters. The following seven inputs date, month, year, daily average air
temperature, daily average atmospheric pressure, daily
average relative humidity and daily average wind speed
are used to predict the daily average global solar radiation. The mean absolute percentage error for the present
work is found as 1.2857%, which is very much lower
value as compared to our previous research work carried

The calculated result in table 2 show that the calculated

out by using minimum number of input parameters.

values of coefficient of determination was same for all

Generally accuracy of ANN model depends upon the

the twelve months. The above results clearly indicates

training dataset. From the result analysis of our present

that the 99.98% of the predicted global solar radiation

and previous work, it clearly indicates that the more

values are very close to the measured values for all the

accurate results are produced when more number of in-

months in a year by the best ANN algorithm i.e. LM

put parameters is used to train ANN model. This con-

algorithm in the present work.

firms one of the important characteristics of ANN model

Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) expresses ac-

i.e. the number of input data improves the accuracy of

curacy as a percentage in terms of number of data used.

prediction for an intended application. Because, solar

The MAPE calculated for the LM algorithm lies within

radiation incident on the earth depends largely on the

the minimum error range of 0.1428% to 1.2857%, which

atmospheric conditions and hence the atmospheric fac-

confirms the accurate prediction of GSR by the devel-

tors which affect the solar radiation are to be given as

oped ANN-LM algorithm.

input to the ANN model for the precise prediction of

The mean absolute percentage error of the present work

solar radiation. Hence, the ANN model developed in the

is compared with other similar works and is given in

present work can be used for the accurate prediction of

table 3. The result displayed in table 3 clearly indicates

daily average solar radiation for Madurai city, located in

that the MAPE value for the present work is lower than

Tamilnadu state, southern part of India.

the others. The value of MAPE for the present model is

Table 3. Comparison of present work with other

within the range of 0.1428% to 1.2857% by using the

similar studies

LM algorithm. The maximum mean absolute percentage
error (MAPEmax = 1.2857%) obtained in the present
work is better than those of the similar studies carried
out using ANN model for various regions in the world.
In our previous research work [10], ANN Model 1 is
designed and trained by LM algorithm based on two

4. CONCLUSION

input parameters such as daily average mean ambient air

Generally global solar radiation (GSR) measuring sta-

temperature and day of the year to predict the daily av-

tions are not installed in many places because of its cost

erage global solar radiation. When two input parameters

and continuous attention of skilled manpower. The ma-
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jor objective of the research work is to predict daily av-
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